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Biden Attacks Trump and His Supporters in “Non-
political” Speech

AP Images

In a speech billed as “non-political” by the
White House, Joe Biden seized the
opportunity in Philadelphia last night to
reveal his true colors. His 24-minute speech
was filled with what many see as outrageous
misstatements, falsehoods, innuendoes, and
hatred of traditional Americans and
traditional American.

Below we quote extensively from the White
House transcript of the screed:

Donald Trump and the MAGA
Republicans represent an extremism
that threatens the very foundations of
our Republic….

But there is no question that the
Republican Party today is dominated,
driven, and intimidated by Donald
Trump and the MAGA Republicans,
and that is a threat to this country….

MAGA Republicans do not respect the
Constitution. They do not believe in
the rule of law. They do not recognize
the will of the people.

They refuse to accept the results of a
free election. And they’re working
right now, as I speak, in state after
state to give power to decide elections
in America to partisans and cronies,
empowering election deniers to
undermine democracy itself.

MAGA forces are determined to take
this country backwards — backwards
to an America where there is no right
to choose, no right to privacy, no right
to contraception, no right to marry
who you love.

They promote authoritarian leaders,
and they fan the flames of political
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violence that are a threat to our
personal rights, to the pursuit of
justice, to the rule of law, to the very
soul of this country.

They look at the mob that stormed the
United States Capitol on January 6th
— brutally attacking law enforcement
— not as insurrectionists who placed a
dagger to the throat of our democracy,
but they look at them as patriots.

And they see their MAGA failure to
stop a peaceful transfer of power after
the 2020 election as preparation for
the 2022 and 2024 elections.

They tried everything last time to
nullify the votes of 81 million people.
This time, they’re determined to
succeed in thwarting the will of the
people.

That’s why respected conservatives,
like Federal Circuit Court Judge
Michael Luttig, has called Trump and
the extreme MAGA Republicans,
quote, a “clear and present danger” to
our democracy….

And now America must choose to move
forward or to move backwards. To
build the future or obsess about the
past. To be a nation of hope and unity
and optimism, or a nation of fear,
division, and of darkness.

MAGA Republicans have made their
choice. They embrace anger. They
thrive on chaos. They live not in the
light of truth but in the shadow of
lies….

Democrats, independents, mainstream
Republicans: We must be stronger,
more determined, and more committed
to saving American democracy than
MAGA Republicans are to — to
destroying American democracy….
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Democracy cannot survive when one
side believes there are only two
outcomes to an election: either they
win or they were cheated. And that’s
where MAGA Republicans are today….

MAGA Republicans look at America
and see carnage and darkness and
despair. They spread fear and lies —
lies told for profit and power….

The MAGA Republicans believe that
for them to succeed, everyone else has
to fail.

The speech was interrupted frequently by avid Biden supporters when he reiterated a statement with
which they agreed.

Very few people actually watched the speech. That was likely because of a local college football game
going on simultaneously, and because only CNN among the major networks covered it from start to
finish. Other networks, including ABC, NBC, CBS, and Fox News didn’t cover it live.

There was a very clear ominous militaristic theme to the speech, with Marines standing behind Biden,
backlighted in 1930’s Hitler-style red. Erick Erickson called the presentation reminiscent of Hitler’s
Third Reich, with Biden “flanked by Marines and backlit by mid-1930s German red mood lighting.”

In addition, Biden revealed either his ignorance or his deliberate misunderstanding of the word
“democracy,” which he used dozens of times to describe what the Founders actually created: a
constitutional republic. Those Founders knew the dangers of democracy as being just one short step
toward mobocracy and then tyranny.

This follows Lenin’s instruction, “First confuse the vocabulary.” As Founding Father James Madison
wrote in The Federalist, No. 10:

Democracies have ever been spectacles of turbulence and contention; have ever been found
incompatible with personal security or the rights of property; and have in general been as
short in their lives as they have been violent in their death.

Biden implied the use of force to correct the errors of his enemies:

I have come to this place … to speak as plainly as I can … about the power we have in our
own hands to meet these threats….

Donald Trump and the MAGA Republicans represent an extremism that threatens the very
foundations of our Republic….

There is no question that the Republican Party today is dominated, driven, and intimidated
by Donald Trump and the MAGA Republicans, and that is a threat to this country….

It is within our power, it’s in our hands — yours and mine — to stop the assault on American
democracy.
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He said nothing about the FBI raid on Trump’s private residence. He didn’t have to. There, in full public
view, is precisely how Biden will use agencies such as the FBI to “stop the assault on American
democracy.”

He said nothing about the failures of his administration: inflation, invasion, military disaster, and loss of
respect abroad. Instead, he claimed that his policies are working to improve the economy, while the
economy itself is poised on the brink of recession.

Biden is guilty, after all is said and done, of projecting onto his enemies the very charges that are
rightly applied to him and his administration. By offending the 70-plus million people who voted for
Donald Trump in 2020, Biden has sown the seeds of his own demise.
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